Descripción
Este hotend te permite fundir el filamento a la temperatura deseada y que se coloque por medio de la boquilla.

Características
- Compatible: CR-10 V2
- Boquilla: 0.4mm
AUTHORIZATION LETTER

To Whom it may Concern,

We Shenzhen Creality 3D Technology Co., Ltd Hereby officially authorizes AG ELECTRONICA SAPI DE CV as one of our distributors in MEXICO. AG ELECTRONICA SAPI DE CV as a Brand agent is entitled to resell all Creality’s Printer and related accessories which includes both Ender and CR series through the below channels. And allow to use the Brand of

https://www.agelectronica.com/

Authorization period :  2023.03.25-2024.03.24

If you need to verify agency code, or have any questions about this authorization, pls get contact with becky@creality.com

Shenzhen Creality 3D Technology Co., Ltd

2023.03.25